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DEVELOP THE RIGHT INVENTORY STRATEGY

Sustainable Inventory Planning,
Management, and Monitoring
When it comes to reducing costs, many manufacturing companies initially focus on
their inventories since optimal inventory management can help to drastically
reduce storage costs. SAP Consulting offers services that can help you rapidly
establish effective inventory management — without jeopardizing the service level.

KNOW EXACTLY WHAT TO DO – WITH
INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION ASSESSMENTS
Developing an SAP rule set in the forecasting,
material requirements planning (MRP),
production, and distribution subareas constitutes
an essential element of our offering. Specially
developed add-on tools based on the SAP ERP
application are used in all four process areas. The
rule set forms the basis for SAP-specific
configuration and helps you to uncover untapped
potential in your business processes, increase
your service level, and reduce your logistics
costs.

Processes such as demand planning, material
requirements planning (MRP), and production
planning have a considerable influence on
inventories. As a result, companies choose
different inventory strategies. With inventory
optimization assessments, SAP Consulting helps
you to develop a company-specific inventory
strategy. The figure below provides an overview
of the related service offerings from SAP
Consulting.

Overview of Service Offerings for Inventory Optimization
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The SCM consulting solutions enable
you to increase the sustainability of
your inventory management within
a short period of time.

Systematic Procedure
In the forecasting, MRP, production, and
distribution subareas, the rule set is developed
in the following steps:
1. Analysis of master and transaction data in
the SAP software using specially developed
add-on tools; a range of evaluations to
reveal the quality of data and supply chain
performance
2. Derivation of the process-dependent supply
chain strategy on the basis of these
evaluations and a short process analysis
3. Implementation of the strategy with the help
of add-on tools that enable master data to be
updated and master data quality to be
assured — with minimal manual effort from
the end user.

For preparing such projects, we offer
assessments for qualitative determination of
potential improvements, and potential analysis
for quantitative determination of potential
improvements.
IMPLEMENT QUICKLY, USE EFFECTIVELY –
THE SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS
As the second major element, we offer you a
range of SCM consulting solutions. Within a short
period of time, you can use these solutions to
increase the sustainability of your inventory
management. This brochure introduces you to six
consulting solutions on selected topics that have
been deployed successfully by numerous
customers for many years. You can find a list of all
SCM consulting solutions at
http://www.sap.com/inventoryoptimization.
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ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Inventory Optimization Service Package
ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
With the Inventory Optimization service package,
SAP Consulting has developed an effective
method to find out how your SAP software and
the add-on tools from SAP Consulting can be
used to rapidly establish effective inventory
management. The following information
introduces you to our consulting offerings for
inventory optimization.
Forecast Optimization
First, an analysis is performed to establish how
accurately the forecast processes work in
demand planning. We determine forecast
models that can be used to forecast realistic
sales patterns. We provide recommendations
on how to implement lean planning processes
and ensure your forecasts are highly accurate.
Content
 Identification of the relevant forecasting
products
 Determination of the forecasting levels
and the forecasting basis
 Identification of the factors that influence
forecasts
 Statistical analysis of historical data
 Definition of the parameters to assess
forecast accuracy
 Definition of the models and model
parameters
 Validation of the forecast results

Procedure
Depending on the initial situation, the
assessment is completed within two to three
weeks — by experienced consultants from SAP
Consulting. The Forecast Monitor add-on tool is
used to assess the quality of the forecasts.
Project Results
You receive precise information about how you
can improve the accuracy of the forecasts for
your products. To help you, you have:
 The report on the potential of
the forecast accuracy
 The optimized, company-specific forecast
models that were created
 Documentation on the potential and
specific recommendations for action
from a process and IT perspective
Material Requirements Planning Optimization
An in-depth analysis increases the efficiency of
your MRP processes. This involves defining
optimum MRP strategies and the focus is on
materials that are highly significant from a
logistics perspective. This enables you to achieve
reduced inventory levels while still retaining the
same degree of availability.

© 2020 SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved
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Content
 Qualitative analysis of the supply chain
structure, the range of materials, and the
MRP processes
 Quantitative weak-point analysis of the
configured SAP MRP parameters
 Classification of the range of articles in an
ABC-XYZ matrix using the MRP Monitor
add-on tool
 Measurement of central logistics key figures
(for example, dead stock, slow-moving items,
inventory turnover, and range of coverage) for
each material number
 Extensive training on the SAP MRP parameters
and their interdependencies
 Determination of the optimum selection of
MRP parameters

 Improved knowledge of the MRP
parameters in the SAP system
 Tool and strategy to assure the
quality of the master data
 Tool and strategy for continuous
inventory controlling as a result of
greater inventory transparency

Procedure
Depending on the initial situation, the
assessment is completed within four to six
weeks in four workshops. The MRP matrix and
the migration strategy are presented during the
final meeting.

Content
 Optimization of the production
planning process
 Review and assessment of the production
planning process and the departments and
people involved
 Improvement of the production planning
parameters (for example, scheduling strategies
and horizons)
 Assessment of the relevant master data
(bills of materials, routings, and so on)
 Analysis and identification of backlogs and their
classification in a backlog matrix using the
Backlog Monitor add-on tool

Project Results
 Statement about the potential to
optimize your MRP processes
 Detailed MRP matrix as the recommendation
for the analytical selection of the right MRP
parameters
 Migration strategy for the
implementation of the results

Production Optimization
The assessment helps you find out how you
can improve information about production
dates in production planning. By reducing lead
times, you can improve your delivery
performance. Missing parts can be identified
more quickly and easily, and the integrated
activities in procurement and manufacturing
enable you to optimize resource availability.
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All SCM consulting solutions aim to
optimize the processes in the supply
chain and efficiently implement current
requirements.

Procedure
Depending on the initial situation, the
assessment is completed within four to six
weeks in four workshops. The backlog matrix is
presented in the final meeting.
Project Results
 Statement about the potential to
optimize your production processes
 Detailed backlog matrix to aid the analytical
selection of recommendations for action
 Migration strategy for the
implementation of the results
 Improved identification of missing
parts and taking the appropriate action
to correct the situation
 Tool and strategy to assure the
quality of the master data
 Tool and strategy for continuous product
cost management as a result of greater
transparency
Distribution Optimization
Analyzing and prioritizing potential and key
areas enables you to optimize distribution and
– at the same time – display cost reductions.
Various proposals for a new distribution
strategy are developed and the KPIs to display
and manage distribution logistics are redefined.
Content
 Definition of the relevant distribution processes
and their inclusion in a distribution process map
 Verification of the distribution structure

 Classification of the range of articles in an
ABC-XYZ matrix using the MRP Monitor
add-on tool
 Measurement of the key figures and
comparison of the to-be (best-in-class) and
as-is situations for order processing,
warehousing, and transport
 Process modeling and weak-point analysis
(SWOT analysis)
 Determination of potential to increase
efficiency and reduce costs
Procedure
The assessment is completed within two to
three weeks. The stockholding matrix and the
migration strategy are presented during the
final meeting.
Project Results
 Detailed analysis of the process and
development of potential
 Development of a solution concept, including
an overview of potential and specific
recommendations for action from a process
and IT perspective
 Evaluation of the concept and
presentation of the benefits for your
company
 Presentation of the recommended
implementation approach
For more information on the consulting
offerings, go to the SAP Support Portal and
refer to the following SAP Notes: 1315243
MRP optimization 1292209 Forecast
optimization 1320440 Stock optimization
1363923 Consulting for backlog elimination
1492807 Business case determination for
stock optimization
Bestandsoptimierung
© 2020 SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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DESIGN PROCESSES TO GET THE MAXIMUM BENEFIT FROM YOUR VALUE CHAIN

Powerful Add-On Tools from SAP Consulting
All SCM consulting solutions pursue the same
greater goal: to optimize processes in the supply
chain and efficiently implement current
requirements. The powerful add-on tools
available at a fixed price complement and
enhance the scope of the standard SAP SCM, SAP
APO, and SAP ERP solutions with special
functions. You can select from a broad range of
consulting solutions. To learn more about the
tools, go to the SAP Support Portal and enter the
numbers given in parentheses below.
SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP ERP
1333018 MRP monitor
1341755 Forecast monitor
1341712 Backlog monitor
1341710 Service level monitor
1341705 Error monitor
1341571 Replenishment lead time monitor
1363890 Safety stock simulation
1363889 Lot size simulation
1363888 Inventory controlling cockpit
1560053 Discontinuation control monitor
1541340 lnbound monitor
1649107 Cross-plant planning
1653327 Production controlling cockpit
1653328 Master data check monitor
1653329 Kanban monitor
1745268 Stocking level monitor
1783469 Supplier preview
1783924 Multisourcing with planning calendars
1832851 Purchasing monitor
1832777 SD order monitor
1907791 Capacity monitor
1907823 Capacity master data monitor

1907927 MRP parameter simulation
1831370 ABAP- Switch Framework
SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP APO
1319579 Assistant for lifecycle management
for SAP APO DP
1308968 Change log monitor for
SAP APO DP and SNP
1366618 Forecasting level optimizer for
SAP APO DP
1418602 Flexible quantity distribution for
SAP APO DP
1366621 Missing parts lists for
SAP APO PP/DS
1366619 Master data check monitor for
SAP APO PP/DS
1494735 CIF Defaulter for SAP APO
1742449 GATP Scheduling Integrator
Scope of Service
The SCM consulting solutions do not entail
modifications. There are no additional license or
maintenance fees. SAP Consulting of course
provides the support. The implementation costs
are included in the fixed price.
On the pages that follow, we have selected
six consulting solutions to present to you in
greater detail:
1. MRP Monitor
2. Replenishment Lead Time Monitor
3. Safety Stock and Lot Size
Simulations
4. Inventory Controlling Cockpit
5. Service Level Monitor
6. Production Controlling Cockpit
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SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP ERP

1. MRP Monitor
BETTER MASTER DATA FOR GREATER
INVENTORY TRANSPARENCY
You use SAP ERP and would like to improve the
quality of your master data and increase the
transparency of your stock situation. You want to
classify the materials in the system according to
important criteria such as consumption quantity
and frequency. To help you, you can introduce a
new tool to support your MRP processes that
enables master data errors to be visualized on a
daily basis and allows important material key
figures to be determined.
Functional Scope
The MRP Monitor add-on tool provides the
following functions:
 Classification of materials based on the ABCXYZ analysis (by consumption, orders
received, and forecasts)
 Additional differentiation of special materials
(new materials, materials with or without
negative consumption, materials flagged for
deletion)

 Preparation of different MRP-relevant key figures
to manage MRP
 Increase in the quality of master data by
enabling the visualization of all MRPrelevant master data settings
 Filtering and sorting in accordance with
certain incorrect master data constellations
You also have the option to perform a wide range
of simulations for safety stocks and lot-sizing
procedures to optimize the inventory-relevant
system settings.
By also deploying the Inventory Cockpit add-on
tool, you can evaluate the development of key
figures over time. From the MRP Monitor, you can
branch to important transactions, such as the
current requirement or stock situation or the
material master, for specific materials. It is also
possible to download all the data provided by the
MRP Monitor in all common formats.

© 2020 SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP ERP

2. Replenishment Lead Time Monitor (RLT
Monitor)
ANALYZE AND OPTIMIZE SHORTFALL AND
STOCK SITUATIONS
You use the SAP ERP application and want to
improve the quality of your master data. You
want to adapt your scheduling parameters (inhouse production time, planned delivery time,
and total replenishment lead time) to your actual
circumstances and therefore analyze and
optimize the date performance for the
procurement proposals generated by the system
(planned orders, production orders, purchase
requisitions, and purchase orders). The
Replenishment Lead Time Monitor (RLT Monitor)
add-on tool provides valuable support to improve
both your shortfall situation and your stock
situation.
Functional Scope
The RLT Monitor add-on tool provides the
following functions:

 Calculation of the in-house production time
based on the existing production orders and
goods receipts in the system. (This can also be
based on confirmation data if required.)
 Determination of the planned delivery time
based on the existing purchase orders and
goods receipts in the system
 Calculation of the total replenishment lead
time by exploding bills of material
The calculated times are aggregated at various
levels (for example, at purchasing information
record level, vendor level, order level, and
material level). The underlying uncertainty is
calculated using statistical key figures. The
respective scheduling parameters in the master
data (material master, purchasing information
record, and contract) can then be updated
directly from the RLT Monitor.
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3. Safety Stock and Lot Size Simulations

DETERMINE OPTIMUM SAFETY STOCK
You want to know which lot-sizing procedures
are the right ones for your article. To find out,
you would like to simulate different lot-sizing
procedures and establish what effect they would
have on MRP.

You also want to use the SAP ERP application to
determine the optimum safety stocks for your
products, thereby ensuring that they are
automatically updated to the material master.
Then the add-ons for the simulation of safety
stock and lot sizes are the right tools for you.

© 2020 SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Functional Scope
The add-on tools for safety stock and lot size
simulations provide the following functions:
 Identification of the most cost-efficient lotsizing procedures for each article
 Simulation of the lot-size calculation by
changing the input parameters
 Identification of the optimum safety stocks
for each article and option to update to the
material master

 Simulation of the safety stock calculation by
changing the input parameters
 Determination of the optimum safety stocks
using various formulas
 Graphical display of cost developments
 Determination of the effects on the service
level for customers and the delivery
performance of the vendors
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SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP ERP

4. Inventory Controlling Cockpit
VALUE-GENERATING EVALUATION OF
PRECISE INVENTORY KEY FIGURES
You want to evaluate various inventory key
figures such as dead stock, inventory turnover, or
range of coverage in your SAP ERP application
and display these key figures at different
aggregation levels. You also want to know how
these key figures change over the course of each
month, identify trends, and display hit lists. With
this add-on, you have the right tool for the job.

Functional Scope
The Inventory Controlling Cockpit add-on tool
provides the following functions:
 Table containing the most important
inventory key figures, such as dead stock,
slow-moving items, inventory turnover,
and different ranges of coverage, divided
into articles and groups that you can define
as required, such as MRP controllers,
material groups, and material types
 Graphical overview of these key figures in
the dashboard according to customizable
filter criteria
 Period comparisons of all key figures and the
different aggregation levels according to
individual groups
 Hit lists displayed as a table or graphic for the
top 20 articles according to different key figures

You can set individual filters, change to aggregated
levels, or navigate to the material level at any time.
The inventory controlling cockpit offers you a
sophisticated inventory controlling tool that is
integrated in SAP ERP and visualizes a wide range
of key figures. You can branch from the cockpit to
important transactions, such as the current

requirements or stock situation or the material
master for specific materials. It is also possible to
download all the data provided by the inventory
controlling cockpit in all common formats.

SCM CONSULTING SOLUTIONS WITH SAP ERP

5. Service Level
Monitor
PUTTING YOUR SERVICE LEVEL UNDER THE
MICROSCOPE
You use the SAP ERP application and would like
to measure and improve your service level. You
want to use sales documents and internal stock
transfers to analyze your service level (delivery
service, delivery performance, delivery reliability,
and requested delivery time). You would like to
measure these key figures at different levels and
graphically display the results for each period.
You also want to be able to branch to sales
documents to quickly establish where these
figures originate from. With the service level
monitor from SAP Consulting, you can easily
perform all of these tasks.

Functional Scope
All confirmations and deliveries for the selected
sales order items and stock transfer items are
determined. The tool records which quantities
were confirmed and delivered on which dates.
The following key figures can be found on the
results list:
 Delivery service, delivery performance,
delivery reliability, requested delivery
time, and actual delivery time
 Completely delivered orders, partially
delivered orders, undelivered orders by
quantity and turnover
The key figures are displayed for each month and
aggregated for each order, customer, material, and
item. You can evaluate according to individual
groups, such as material groups, MRP controllers,
and customer hierarchy levels. You can also display
the change history for each sales order.

© 2020 SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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6. Production Controlling Cockpit
ANALYSIS OF QUANTITY-BASED
PRODUCTION KEY FIGURES
You want to evaluate various production key
figures such as lead time, production quantities,
or work in process (WIP) in your SAP ERP
application and display these key figures at
different aggregation levels. You also want to
know how these key figures change over the
course of each month, identify trends, and
display hit lists. With this production controlling
add-on, you have the right tool for the job.
Functional Scope
The Production Controlling Cockpit add-on tool
provides the following functions:
 Table containing the most important production
key figures, such as lead time, scrap, production
quantities, or work in process (WIP), divided
into articles and groups that you can define as
required, such as production supervisors, work
centers, and order types

 Graphical overview of these key figures in
the dashboard according to criteria that you
can filter as required
 Period comparisons of all key figures and the
different aggregation levels according to
individual groups
You can set individual filters, change to
aggregated levels, or navigate to the material or
order level at any time. The production
controlling cockpit offers you a sophisticated
production controlling tool that is integrated in
SAP ERP and visualizes a wide range of key
figures. From the cockpit, you can branch to
important transactions, such as current
production orders or capacity planning, for
specific materials and orders. It is also possible to
download all the data provided by the production
controlling cockpit in all common formats.

-
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More Information
Would you like to find out more about
the inventory optimization service package and
the SCM consulting solutions from SAP
Consulting?
Visit our Web Site at
www.sap.com/inventoryoptimization or contact
us in person:
Marc Hoppe
Consulting Director, Supply Chain Management
SAP Consulting
SAP Deutschland AG & Co. KG
Tesdorpfstraße 8
22457 Hamburg, Germany
M +49 160 90 82 16 06
F +49 6227 7 82 56 64
S +49 40 22 70 74 00
E marc.hoppe@sap.com

Analyzing your master and transaction data and your
inventory processes enables you to uncover untapped
potential in your business processes, increase your
service level, and reduce your logistics costs.
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